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To provide early intervention for children and young people with disabilities to support their
development and give them valuable life skills

To improve the communication skills and mental well-being of adults with disability or illness

"We never knew music could have this much
effect and benefit on our little girl. If we had
known the difference it can make on her
comprehension, speech, concentration, language
and behaviour, we would have started the very
day she was diagnosed. Thank you OKMT for this
amazing opportunity" 

OUR AIMS

OUR VISION
To ensure that everyone has access to affordable music therapy helping to improve their
quality of life through creative and participatory music making
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OUR IMPACT IN 2020

2,470
music

sessions

342 
people helped

 

An increase of 12% since 2019 

280
 people reached 

online

During 2020 we adapted our music therapy and music projects to online, providing a vital
lifeline to people of all ages with disabilities or long-term illness in South West London.

In 2020 we provided 1-1 or small group music therapy for 68 children, adults and elderly
people online, or in Schools, Centres or Care Homes.

We helped them to express themselves, gain confidence, bond with others and have
improved mental well-being.  

"Music therapy is the fastest way I have
ever seen to connect with my child"
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"S is nearly 8 years old and has Down’s Syndrome, a hearing impairment and
significant speech delay. His music therapy sessions make him very happy. He is able
to express himself by playing the instruments and feels pleasure through the rhythm
and the melody. He has shown interest in music since a baby, and now he can use it
in an environment where his special needs are very well met.

He can explore his creativity and this gives him a sense of achievement. 2020 was very
tough for him and music therapy
brings a lot of joy and eases the frustrations 
that he faces on daily basis due to his disability.

Thank you so much for everything you do to make 
music accessible for children like my son."               

MUSIC THERAPY CASE STUDY BY A PARENT
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75 children watched the videos

Small music groups at Skylarks Charity for children with additional needs to encourage
creativity and communication. During lockdown our Music Director produced videos with
rhythms to follow, helping co-ordination and counting.

OUR PROJECTS IN 2020

OK MUSIC CLUB

70% of parents said their child could follow simple rhythms  

66% said their child's listening skills and focus had improved.

"My child responds to music really well and making rhythms helped her
feel less anxious and develop resilience to deal with the pandemic"
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45

pupils at OK Music School65

pupils received online lessons

35 took part in our online
Christmas concert

7 pupils passed music exams

Children and young people with disabilities are taught by qualified music therapists to play
an instrument and perform in public. During lockdown we provided online lessons before
returning to face-to-face sessions.

OK MUSIC SCHOOL

“I enjoy it and feel proud”
“I feel happy and excited to attend my music lessons!”
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"My child forgot about isolation during his lessons"

“The lessons give her self-esteem which she often lacks and improve her mental
health.”

“They have helped him in so many ways - learning, counting, coordination
communication, talking and  following instructions”

“Being part of OKMT has allowed my daughter to achieve real moments for us all
to be proud of”

100% of pupils said it made them feel happy 

100% showed improved confidence

83% showed improved concentration

75% showed improved mental well-being

OK MUSIC SCHOOL
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"G is aged 8 and has autism. Since he joined OK Music School he has shown great
focus. He is learning piano and has learnt to read music and has played his own
compositions as duets with the therapist. The therapist also encouraged G to use
his voice to sing with power and he is now a confident singer. As G himself says:

“Music makes me smile and makes me feel happy”

He also turned his talent for music to art and had
two exhibitions in North London featuring his
paintings of SpongeBob SquarePants!

In November 2020, G passed his Grade 1 singing
exam, a wonderful acheivement for him. His
mother is so proud that G has found his talent and
that it makes him so happy."

OK MUSIC SCHOOL CASE STUDY
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New in 2020 - Online ukulele lessons for children with additional needs and their siblings
provided by Tara Maysey of the London Ukulele Project.

UKULELE LESSONS

40 children had online ukulele lessons 

"In the space of a few months, G has learnt how to play
 a musical instrument – it's amazing. It cheers him up
 and the social contact is extremely important to him."

100% said the lessons reduced isolation

DRUMMING SESSIONS

Online drumming sessions for children with additional needs, and for adults with learning
disabilities in residential homes with Barnes Activity Station

children, young people and adults took part 58
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83% showed improved focus



18 children and young people attended online in 2 age groups

OK YOUTH CHOIR
For children and young people with additional needs and their siblings to enjoy singing and
performing together. Held online from April 2020.

100% said the Choir made them feel happy
86% said they felt part of a group and had made friends
50% said they felt more confident

"I want it to continue"

"I love singing"

"It helps me make friends and I can see
them on the computer each week"
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OK MUSIC HARMONY
From April 2020 we ran 2 online weekly music therapy groups for elderly clients of Homelink
Day Care Respite Centre with dementia and other conditions, providing a vital lifeline to
reduce their isolation and enable them to share memories with others. 

“They improved my mood and gave me something to look forward to.”
 

“Being together with other people was lovely. 
 

“They helped me remember things from my past"
 

“A doesn't always remember the music sessions but is always more upbeat
afterwards. They have been a vital connection to others during lockdown.” 

18
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 elderly people took part in music groups



100% reported they felt less isolated
taking part in a rewarding activity

90% reported being able to express their
feelings and form bonds

75% reported improved mental well-being 

NEUROLOGICAL MUSIC THERAPY
NEW in 2020 - groups for people with neurological conditions such as stroke or MS in
partnership with Integrated Neurological Services, helping speech, and giving opportunities
for self-expression through music. Run online from April 2020.

16 people attended music therapy groups online
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"I have multiple sclerosis and have found it difficult to attend any activities. The Zoom
music therapy sessions opened doors for many people with neurological conditions.
Breathing and relaxation exercises, singing, creating our own music, writing our own
lyrics, and sharing memories and experiences were invaluable to our well-being.

The music therapy group was a rewarding opportunity to reconnect with a much missed
pastime of music which I left behind when MS started to affect my hands.

For the whole group, whether they had mobility, speech or cognition issues, you could see
the benefits and confidence everyone gained as the weeks went on."

NEUROLOGICAL GROUP CASE STUDY AND QUOTES

"The breathing sessions have been very helpful"

"I am enjoying creating our own songs a lot"

"I enjoy the home participation, and being part of a group activity"

"They have helped me create a structure to my day"
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8 people took part in the group

MENTAL HEALTH GROUP
NEW in 2020 - we ran an online group for clients of Richmond Borough Mind with mental
health issues to support their mental well-being

"It’s been a great way to express my feelings over the last week and balance out some of
the tough times with the therapy of music"

 
“I have felt included and the therapist has understood my feelings and helped me

 to process them."
 

"It gives me a feeling of happiness and the more I share and get to know the others, the
more I feel part of a group of lovely people"

100% said it helped to improve feelings of how satisfied they are with their lives

100% said it helped them manage their mental well-being during lockdown

62% felt part of a community and were finding it easier to socialise
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"The OK Music School lessons have given my daughter something to focus on, a
new skill, a chance to ‘socialise’ with peers online, something for her to be proud of

herself for. A resilience to keep trying even if something is hard"

OKMT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Thank you to all our Funders and Donors for making this possible
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112 Broad Lane, Hampton, Middlesex TW12 3BW

Website: www.okmtrust.org.uk 

 Email: info@okmtrust.org.uk  Tel: 07435 062212           

: www.youtube.com/OKmusictrust

: www.instagram.com/okmusictrust

: www.facebook/otakarkrausmusictrust : @okmusictrust


